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THE FALL OF TRIPOLI

Pioneer Pork Before the Baltic

The capture of TRIPOLI By the Eighth Army. on the 23rd January, 1943 , followed a

period of particularly Bad weather» The strain on the supply system was very heavy.

Kith a single road,
b 1 ,500 miles long, from Egypt to tho front line - much of it

damaged and Badly worn during tho ebb and flow of the fighting during the previous
two years - most supplies had to Be sent By sea route.

The first port to Be used in the advance from El Alamein was MERSA MATRUH, which

also possessed a railhead, soon working at top pressure after repair By the Sappers
and Pioneers,

Then came TOBRUK - a deep water port with somewhat restricted shore facilities*

Here also, railhead was son established; and the work of the port, the railhead,
depots and local services of all kinds was carried out By India., Basuto and East

rican Pioneer Companies for many months.

BENGHAZI wr as retaken By our troops on the 20th.Novembe
r, 1942, Pioneer Companies

Began to arrive almost immediately and started their work. The port here, during the

course of -former occupations - By the enemy and ourselves - handled stores and munitions

up to 600 or 800 tons a day. The target set By the Eighth Army was an average of

2,500 tons a day. The sea. risk was considerable. The danger from air attacks was

greater still. But the risks had to Be faced.

Soon ships Began to crowd into the harbour, itself Battered By Bombardment from

sea and air, . The outer mole still gove some protection, But shook and -shuddered during
a storm. Depots sprang up everywhere; transport worked, day and night on the one-way-
traffic route round the area; repairs on the Broken local railway system were Begun;

1,000 Pioneers, Infantry woring parties and a few hundred local Libyans toiled and

struggled to keep pace with the ever growing stream of food, petrol, ordnance and

engineer stores, Bombs end shells now flowing into the port.

Tonnage figures Began to rise. Prom 200 tons a day, the tonnage cleared from

the quays quickly rose to 1 ,000. In three weeks the figure was up to 1 ,500,
Just Before Christmas Day, 2,500 tons were cleared; and By the end of the month the

record figure of 3,018 tons was achieved.

Congradulations were sent By the C,-in-C,, Mediterranean Fleet; and soon after

came the prime Minister's personal message, addressed to BENGHAZI and TOBRUK.

"Tell them from me; they are unloading history".

Mauritian Pioneers manned the holds of the ships as auxiliary stevedores,

Bengalis "stowed" the L,Chi's, "Z" craft and lighters, Basutos and Indians cleared

the quays, Indian Companies worked in the'Petrol, Ordnance and Base Supply Depots.
One Basuto company unloaded Bombs and petrol for the R.A.F. Another worked ..Her

the Royal Engineers on the myriad tasks of repair and. reconstruction necessary for

the establishment and maintenance of essential services and communications, A third

handled thousands of tons of shells each week in a Base ammunition depot.
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The work was arduous; hours were long. Three shifts -wore worked on the

ships and quays; two shifts on petrol and some of the mere extensive pro jects.
The weather was often rainy; nights wore cold. There -was mud everywhere.

The men, all but one Mauritian pioneer Company, billeted in the town, lived

in the open desert in tiny bivoues - two men to a tent. Enemy raids wore frequent
and the port -was bombed on numerous occasions.

On the 3r d January, the weather broke, A gale sprang up. During the

night the seas became heavier and heavier. The mole shook -with the pounding of

the mountainous waves sweeping in from the North-west, Ships dragged their anchors

(seme with our men still on board) and began to drift across the harbour. The

quay at Murray’s landing, on the shoreward side of the outer mole, was washed

completely away over a frontage of two hundred yards. Portions of one breakwater

fell crashing into the harbour; the outer mole -was damaged. The gale lasted for

several days and seriously affected the capacity of the port.

Action was taken-promptly and work quickly resumed. TOBRUK railhead came

to the rescue; and -with large deliveries by road, in which the transport of a

famous fighting corps greatly distinguished, itself, the combined tonnages of

BENGHAZI and TOBRUK made up the target set when preparations for the battle were

first put in hand.

In spite of an early shortage in gear and equipment, cranes, lighters, tugs,
railway wagons and engines, transport and sometimes men, the task was accomplished -

to time.

The slogan, introduced during this period, which after-wards became familiar to

all our Pioneers, said:

"YORK. MUST GO ON".

The battle of TRIPOLI opened near BULRAT on Friday, the 16th January,
preparations for the attack were so complete that, within eight days, British

troops were in the streets of the city, with Rommel’s army in retreat to the

west.
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